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Most of the materials are magnetic

frog

Oscillator in Rolex watch

Magnets

levitating frog.flv
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Parameters :  B (induction) in Tesla (= 104 Gauss= 104 Oe) 

H (field) in A/m  (H = 1 A/m => B = 1.256 10-6 T)

M (magnetization) in A/m (=10-3 emu/cm3)

(free space permeability) = 4π.10-7 H/m

(magnetic susceptibility)

Other material parameters :    K (magnetic anisotropy energy) in J/m3

J (magnetic exchange) in J/m

α (damping) with no unit

mS , morb( spin , orbital atomic moment) in μB/atom

Parameters, symbols and units

   HMHB


  100



avec

0

HM 



Your advisor needs to switch from CGS to SI :  1 emu/cm3 = 1 kA/m  1 erg/cm3 = 0.1 J/m3
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Magnetometry

?

Measure of physical parameters ….     as a function of external parameters

- Magnetic moment

- Magnetic susceptibility

- Electrical resistance

- Specific heat

- Ferromagnetic resonance…

- DC or AC magnetic field

- Temperature

- Pressure

- Electric field

- Light…

Material/system

Physical parameters as a function
of external parameters
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Magnetometry : before to start

What type of sample ?    Nanoparticles, molecules, liquids, bulk, thin film, devices, …

Which properties am I interested in ?  Magnetic moment, susceptibility, spin or orbital moment, 
non-uniform configuration, damping, anisotropy, … 

Which excitation do I want to study ?  Magnetic field, temperature, electric field, ligth, pressure, … 

Under which static condition ?  Temperature, vacuum, oxidant atmosphere, pressure, magnetic field, …  

Which resolution do I need ? 

Which time scale ? (excitation & measurement)   Femtosecond, second, million years, …

Which space scale ? (sample size & measurement)   Nanometer, meter, hundred meter, milliliters… 
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Space and time scales

Space scale

Nanoparticle, molecules

Domain wall
magnetic

media

Memories and sensors

Micro/Nano-structures

Time scale

Thermal activation

Magnetic relaxation

Electronic spin precession

Magnetism - Lattice

interaction

Spin-orbit

interaction

Exchange 

interaction

cm 00 ns
Domain wall motion

Magnetic domains

Macroscopic systems
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Magnetometry : Outline 

scanning transmission X-ray microscopy

magnetic transmission X-ray microscopy

magnetic force microscopy

scanning near field optical microscopy

magnetic resonance force microscopy

spin polarized scanning tunneling microscopy

spin polarized low energy electron microscopy

ballistic electron magnetic microscopy

X-ray photoemission electron microscopy

scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis

Vibrating sample magnetometry

Superconducting quantum interference device

X-ray circular dichroism

Ferromagnetic Resonance measurement
susceptometry

Torque magnetometry

photoemission spectroscopy

Magneto-optical Kerr effect
Heat capacity measurement

magnetoresistivity N-V magnetometry

Neutron diffraction
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Outline : 1h30 talk

magnetic transmission X-ray microscopy

magnetic force microscopy

scanning near field optical microscopy

magnetic resonance force microscopy

spin polarized scanning tunneling microscopy

spin polarized low energy electron microscopy

ballistic electron magnetic microscopy

X-ray photoemission electron microscopy

scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis

Vibrating sample magnetometry

Superconducting quantum interference device

X-ray circular dichroism

Ferromagnetic Resonance measurement
susceptometry

Torque magnetometry

photoemission spectroscopy

Magneto-optical Kerr effect
Heat capacity measurement

magnetoresistivity N-V magnetometry

scanning transmission X-ray microscopy

Neutron diffraction
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Many available data in ESM library

http://magnetism.eu/esm/repository-topics.html
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Outline

I. Few preliminary details about the sample environment

Magnetic field, Temperature

II. Static macroscopic magnetometry techniques

VSM, SQUID, Torque, MOKE, XMCD

III. AC macroscopic magnetometry techniques

AC susceptometry

IV. Imaging techniques

Scanning probe microscopies, Photon-out
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Help from European/French magnetometry networks

Special thanks to F. Mazaleyrat, Ph. Vanderbemden, L. Ranno, C.-S. Chang, B. Hillebrands, O. Fruchart

www.magnetometrie.cnrs.frwww.magnetometry.eu
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Outline

I. Few preliminary details about the sample environment

Magnetic field, Temperature

II. Static macroscopic magnetometry techniques

VSM, SQUID, Torque, MOKE, XMCD, Photo-emission spectroscopy

III. AC macroscopic magnetometry techniques

AC susceptometry, FMR

IV. Imaging techniques

Scanning probe microscopies, Photon-out, Electron-out
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Magnetic field amplitude scale

usual magnetometers
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- Requieres electric energy

- Non-uniform or uniform fields 

- Field can be tuned easily with current

- Can produce DC, AC or pulsed fields (μs, ns)

How to generate a magnetic field

1 coil with R=25mm and 40 kA generates 1 Tesla

Electromagnets :

- Assembly of dipoles

- DC Magnetic flux with no energy 

- Non-uniform and uniform fields 

- Big advantage for small sample space 

Permanent magnets :
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Electromagnets : homogeneous field up to 3 Tesla 

Coilset with N turns Coilset in Helmoltz geometry
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Fields above 3 Tesla

1) Energy dissipation 2) Force de Lorentz 

Limitations :
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Superconducting electromagnets

1960 (4 T)
NbZr, NbTi

2000 (14 T) 2010 (23.5 T)

2018 (32 T) 2019 (32 T)

NbTi + Nb3SnNb3Sn split pair
NbTi+Nb3Sn+HTS resistive+HTS

7T

NMR
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Outline

I. Few preliminary details about the sample environment

Magnetic field, Temperature

II. Static macroscopic magnetometry techniques

VSM, SQUID, Torque, MOKE, XMCD

III. AC macroscopic magnetometry techniques

AC susceptometry

IV. Imaging techniques

Scanning probe microscopies, Photon-out
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Quick reminder on heat transfers

Radiation : In average the coldest region gets more photons from the hotest region than it loses itself

Stefan-Boltzmann’s Law defines the relationship between the emission of black bodies with its temperature

Surface density of  Radiative power=  ϵ T4

σ : Stefan constant,  ϵ : émissivity, T : temperature

Ways to limit radidative heat transfer :     - reflective materials (metals with low roughness) 

- thermal Screening by absorbant materials (N2)
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Quick reminder on heat transfers

Radiation : In average, the coldest region gets more photons from the hotest region than it loses itself

Ways to limit radidative heat transfer :     - reflective materials (metals with low roughness) 

- thermal Screening by absorbant materials (N2)

Conduction : Heat transfer, without moving material, between two media of different temperature (vibrations) 

Fourier law’s : heat flux density = − 𝜆 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑇

Thermal conductivity

Ways to limit heat transfer through conduction :   - Materials with low thermal conductivity (thermal insulation)

- Removing materials between two region (vacuum)
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Quick reminder on heat transfers

Radiation : In average, the coldest region gets more photons from the hotest region than it loses

Ways to limit radidative heat transfer :     - reflective materials (metals with low roughness) 

- thermal Screening by absorbant materials (N2)

Conduction : Heat transfer, without moving material, between two media of different temperature (vibrations) 

Ways to limit heat transfer through conduction :   - materials with low thermal conductivity (thermal insulation)

- absence of materials between two regions (vaccuum)

Convection : Heat transfer by moving matter

Ways to limit convective heat transfer :    - to limit matter motion 

- absence of matter between the two regions (vacuum)
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General design of a cryostat

1) Low temperature source 

• Cold flux

2) High temperature source

• Hot flux

3) Control of the environment

• Insulated system

4) Measure of tempearture

• Well chosen thermometer

System

External
conditions

Insulation

Φ « Cold » Φ « Hot »

Thermometry

regulation
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One example :  QD PPMS cryostat

What’s inside ?
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One example :  QD PPMS cryostat

Insulated Dewar :
Vacuum + Thermo-
reflective walls

Cold screen LN2+ 
Vacuum + Thermo-
reflective walls

LHe reservoir PPMS Probe

Conduction – convection  - Radiation 

charcoal
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One example :  QD PPMS cryostat

Conduction – convection  - Radiation

Vacuum + Insulation

Screen
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One example :  QD PPMS cryostat

Φ Chaud »: 
Chauffage résistif

Φ « Cold » : 
Cold helium

cernox
thermometer

Temperature control (5K-400K)
(mTorr He gaz)
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One example :  QD PPMS cryostat

Φ Chaud »: 
Chauffage résistif

Φ « Cold » : 
Cold helium

cernox
thermometer

Temperature control (5K-400K)

Cernox : 100mK -> 325 K
Platine resistance: 30K -> 800K

Thermometers choice
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Other typical temperature control set ups

Cold finger crysotat Resistive heater

Temperature control through
gaz flow (conduction)

Pt-Rh/Pt
thermocouple

Top Bottom

Resistive
leads
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Outline

I. Few preliminary details about the sample environment

Magnetic field, Temperature

II. Static macroscopic magnetometry techniques

VSM, SQUID, Torque, MOKE, XMCD, Photo-emission spectroscopy

III. AC macroscopic magnetometry techniques

AC susceptometry, FMR

IV. Imaging techniques

Scanning probe microscopies, Photon-out, Electron-out
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Macroscopic moment measurement 

But in some tools you can find : 

Parameter that is measured
with VSM or SQUID
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Induction to detect guitar string motion (1950’s)

String vibrations             AC magnetic field inside the pick up coils AC electrical current

Pick up coils

F. Mazaleyrat

Metallic stringPole magnet
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First vibrating sample magnetometer (1959)

Pick up coils

Magnetic
Sample

Vibration system 
(10-80 Hz)
≈ sound speaker

Sample holder rod
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Two VSM geometries

Radial VSM Axial VSM 

DC field electromagnet
cooled with water

Air gap 
adjustment

Polar Return 
shield

Pick up coils
(M Sensor)

Hall probe 
(DC field sensor)

Polar pole

Sample holder rod

Linear motor

Pick up coils
(M Sensor)

Sample

Reference 
position

triphased coils

magnets

Field
Field
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Axial VSM equations

If the sample vibrates along z :

Induced fem for n spires :

If the sample is considered as 
a single magnetic dipole :

-

-

H<<R
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Radial VSM equations

Both VSMs carry good sensitivity (down to 10-9 A.m2) 
because of the synchronous detection (Lock-In)
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Two VSM geometries : usual tools 

Radial VSM

Quantum Design (USA)

Axial VSM 

LakeShore (USA)
Cryogenic (UK)

Up to 2.7 Tesla
300K up to 1200K
Easy sample rotation

Up to 9-14 Tesla
2K up to 400K
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Example 1 : anisotropies in crystals

3 μm

-1000 0 1000

-1

0

1

M
/M

s

Field (Oe)

 [100]

 [-100]

 [110]

 [1-10]

V/Fe(5 nm)/V/Au

Fe bcc atomic lattice anisotropy leads to prefered 
directions for the atomic magnetic moments. This 
translate into an anisotropy of potential energy :

𝐸𝑚𝑐 = 𝐾1 (α
2
1α

2
2+ α22α

2
3+ α23α

2
1) + 𝐾2 (α

2
1α

2
2 α

2
3);

where α𝑖=cosθ𝑖 ; θ𝑖 -angle between axis and M

From the litterature :
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Example 2 : study of structural transitions

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

-0,015

-0,010

-0,005

0,000

0,005

0,010

0,015
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m

u
/g

)

Temperature (°C)

NiTi free standing film (20 m thick)

One example of industrial application :
Ni
Ti

Shape memory 
effect in Pauli 
paramagnet NiTi : 

a.
u

.

A. Kyianytsia et al., APL 117, 122411 (2020)
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SQUID magnetometer
http://squid-cmmp.blogspot.com/2011/07/blog-post.html

V

Measure good data for 
signal as low as 10-11 A.m2

SQUID = Superconducting Quantum Interference device
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Magnetic flux through a superconducting coil

Perfect Superconducting coil

Superconducting current : 

If there is no current : 

Electrons are coupled in Cooper pairs

- Magnetic flux in the coil is quantified

- when superconducting, magnetic field cannot vary inside the coil

L. Ranno

Vector potential B=rot(A)
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Magnetic flux through a superconducting coil

Perfect Superconducting coil

Superconducting current : 

If there is no current : 

Electrons are coupled in Cooper pairs

But magnetic field can penetrate through defect :

Josephson junction

)sin(..
00 
















 IcI

Normal semiconductor
or insulator
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DC SQUID : 2 interfering Josephson junction

Résolution on magnetic flux of 10-6 φ0

If SQUID radius= 1mm => ΔB ≈ 10-15 T

Ib

f

R.L. Fagaly Review of Scientific Instruments 77, 101101 (2006)
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Example : detecting Ni nanoparticles

Method for detection of Ni nanoparticles after

they are used to grow carbon nanotubes 

B.Vigolo et al.  IJL Nancy

European Patent PCT/FR2011/052519 (2011)

0 2 4 6
0

1

2

3

4
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 Field (T)

 brut 5K 

 brut 100K 

 brut 300K 

 purifié 5K 

 purifié 100K 

 purifié 300K

TEM image of carbon

nanotubes before

cleaining process

SQUID-VSM : Small signal 

measurement

(A
.m

2
.k

g-1
)
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VSM and SQUIDs limiting factors 

Final Lock-in voltage = 
Gain x Moment x Sample geometry factor x Coil 
geometry factor x Amplitude x Frequency

• The parameters in green are accounted for through 
calibration with a standard of known moment for a 
particular VSM coil set.

• This leaves sample moment coupled together with 
its geometry factor.  This is very important to 
consider when interpreting the measured moment.
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Experimental limiting factors : sample geometry 

Film in-plane Film out-of-plane

Example of a thin film sample geometry effect for SQUID VSM 
(4 mm x 4 mm x 200 nm Ni film on silicon)

Final Lock-in voltage = 
Gain x Moment x Sample geometry factor x Coil geometry factor x Amplitude x Frequency

O
scillatio

n
 am

p
litu

d
e

O
scillatio

n
 am

p
litu

d
e

Pick-up 
coil

Pick-up 
coil
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Final Lock-in voltage = 
Gain x Moment x Sample geometry factor x Coil geometry factor x Amplitude x Frequency

Ni film Ms SVSM

QD Software :  Corrected Moment = Measured Moment / Correction Factor

Experimental limiting factors : sample geometry 
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Experimental limiting factors : background

Here, same piece of Kapton tape and sample holder measured 
without the sample to obtain background signal.

Final Lock-in voltage = 
Gain x Moment x Sample geometry factor x Coil 
geometry factor x Amplitude x Frequency

contains any magnetic signal from
the environment (background)

But it can be worst… and if you don’t check, you don’t find out

In the case of a non-
uniform background 
signal, the software is
still trying to fit the 
curve whatever the 
curve is. 
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Experimental limiting factors : trapped field 

The superconductive magnet can have trapped flux especially when the magnet has been loaded
at fields larger ~0,5 T 

(Oe)

The System does not measure the actual field. The reported field is
calculated based on the current placed in the magnet.
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Experimental limiting factors : temperature

When measuring while temperature is
sweeping, there will be thermal lag
between the measured and the actual
sample temperature.

Don’t sweep faster than 3K/min 
even if your tool can go 20K/min
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Outline

I. Few preliminary details about the sample environment

Magnetic field, Temperature

II. Static macroscopic magnetometry techniques

VSM, SQUID, Torque, MOKE, XMCD

III. AC macroscopic magnetometry techniques

AC susceptometry

IV. Imaging techniques

Scanning probe microscopies, Photon-out
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Torque magnetometry

Magnetic Field

Sample position
(here out-of-plane 
uniaxial anisotropy)

𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒: τ = 𝑀 × 𝐵 = −
𝑑𝐸

𝑑θ

https://www.youtube.com/user/QuantumDesignUSA

Torque measured via piezoelectricity
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Torque magnetometry

𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒: τ = 𝑀 × 𝐵 = −
𝑑𝐸

𝑑θ

Bergholz, Elmers, Gradmann, PRL 63,566 (1989) / Appl. Phys. A 51, 255 (1990)
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Torque magnetometry : non-uniform configuration

Magnetic Field

𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 τ =
𝑑𝐸

𝑑α

P. Vallobra, JAP 120, 013903 (2016)

calculations

experiments
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Magneto-optical Kerr effect magnetometry

M. Faraday (1846),  J. Kerr (1877) 

B. Hillebrands
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Magneto-optical Kerr effect magnetometry

M. Faraday (1846),  J. Kerr (1877) 

B. Hillebrands

Classical description

diagonalization

dielectric 
conductivity 
tensor
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Magneto-optical Kerr effect magnetometry

M. Faraday (1846),  J. Kerr (1877) 

B. Hillebrands

Classical description :

diagonalization

More generally : 3 useful configurations

dielectric 
conductivity 
tensor
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MOKE example : sensitive to surfaces

Example : study of magnetic anisotropy in multilayer thin film Ni(0.6nm)/Co(0.6nm)/Ni(x)

Applied
magnetic
field

MOKE is only sensitive to about 20-50 nm thickness at the materials surface
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MOKE magnetometry : imaging and dynamics

MOKE can be focused and so
it can be used to perform
magnetic microscopy

Laser can be pulsed so that MOKE
can be used to probe magnetic
changes at different timescales
down to femtosecond

J. McCord, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 48, 333001 (2015)

Picosecond SOT switching
observed by MOKE
J. Gorchon arXiv:1912.01377
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MOKE magnetometry : microscopic model

Electron (l, m, s) transition rules :

P. Bruno, PRB 53, 9214 (1996)

Transition energy ≈ eV
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X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) 

- XMCD disentangles spin and orbital 
magnetic moment

- XMCD disentangle the moment 
from specific atoms in an alloy or a 
multilayer

- XMCD requieres to work in 
synchrotron to get enough X-ray 
flux (700 - 900 eV for Fe,Co,Ni)

nucleus
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X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) 

XMCD

integral

Co Ni

« Surface » sensitive technic (< 50 nm)
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Example of XMCD data 

Ni0.25ML 10ML

(111)

Example : morb and mspin
of Co in contact with Ni

3d Co
bulk

Co Spin and orbital moments are affected by 
the Co/Ni interface electronic hybridizations

1)

2) The macroscopic anisotropy constant is
proportional to the anisotropy of orbital moment

S. Andrieu, PRMater 2, 064410 (2018)
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Outline

I. Few preliminary details about the sample environment

Magnetic field, Temperature

II. Static macroscopic magnetometry techniques

VSM, SQUID, Torque, MOKE, XMCD

III. AC macroscopic magnetometry techniques

AC susceptometry

IV. Imaging techniques

Scanning probe microscopies, Photon-out
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Faraday’s law

Here the sample
does not move 

𝑣 = −
𝜕φ2

𝜕𝑡
= −𝑔21

𝜕𝑚1

𝜕𝑡
avec

Sample volume

Excitation frequency

Proportionnality factor

Sample susceptibility

AC susceptometry : measure of susceptibility  χ

Sample as 
a coil «1»

Pick up coil as coil «2»

M. Nikolo, Am. J. Phys., 63, 57 (1995)
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Coil sets in a PPMS

Frequency range 0.1Hz-1kHz
AC amplitude 0.01 à 1 mT
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Measurement method in a PPMS

2 coils in opposite 
current direction to 
cancel applied H(t) 
and to be sensitive 
to the sample
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AC susceptometry equations 

with

Ph. Vanderbemden
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AC susceptometry equations 
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AC susceptometry equations 

Most of the time M does not linearly vary with H :
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Examples of AC susceptometry data

To find transition 
between 2 magnetic
configurations

M.L. Maus thesis (2019)

CeRu2Ga2B

To characterize
Bownian relaxation 
of nanoparticles
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Outline

I. Few preliminary details about the sample environment

Magnetic field, Temperature

II. Static macroscopic magnetometry techniques

VSM, SQUID, Torque, MOKE, XMCD, Photo-emission spectroscopy

III. AC macroscopic magnetometry techniques

AC susceptometry, FMR

IV. Imaging techniques

characteristic domain width W

Scanning probe microscopies, Photon-out, Electron-out 
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STXM = scanning transmission X-ray microscopy
MTXM = magnetic transmission X-ray microscopy

Photons detection Electrons detection Scanning local probes

Laser Rayons X
Electron in

Electron out

MTXM

STXM

X-holography

Kerr

Faraday X-PEEM Lorentz

SEMPA

SP-LEEM

e-holography

MFM

SNOM

MRFM

SP-STM

MFM = magnetic force microscopy

SNOM = scanning near field optical microscopy

MRFM = magnetoc resonance force microscopy
SP-STM = spin polarized scanning tunneling microscopy

SP-LEEM = spin polarized low energy electron microscopy
NV = NV center of diamond probe 

X-PEEM = X-ray photoemission electron microscopy
SEMPA = scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis

Rayons X

NV microscopy

microscopy techniques : a rough map

SHPM

SHPM = scanning all probe microscopy
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Which technics fits your need ?

Spatial scale

Nanoparticle, 

molecules

Magnetic domains

Micro/Nano

structures

Domain wall

The 1st parameter to check may be the size of your object… 
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Which technics fits your need ?

Spatial scale

Nanoparticle, 

molecules

Magnetic domains

Micro/Nano

structures

Microscopy techniques

Kerr microscopy

TXM

SP-STM

Hall/GMR sensor
microscopy

SNOM

Network of sensors

Domain wall

MFM

R.M. Reeve et al., arXiv:1806.07767v2

The 1st parameter to check may be the size of your object… 
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Which technics fits your need ?

Spatial scale

Nanoparticle, 

molecules

Magnetic domains

Micro/Nano

structures

Domain wall

O. Fruchart, ESM 2017

… But you also need to check other criteria…
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Outline

I. Few preliminary details about the sample environment

Magnetic field, Temperature

II. Static macroscopic magnetometry techniques

VSM, SQUID, Torque, MOKE, XMCD

III. AC macroscopic magnetometry techniques

AC susceptometry, FMR

IV. Imaging techniques

Scanning probe microscopies, Photon-out

characteristic domain width W
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Magnetic force microscopy

AFM characterizes topography
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Magnetic force microscopy (MFM)

MFM

AFM

MFM

Example: magnetic domain configuration of 
[Co/Pd] multilayer on patterned substrate

[Co/Pd]

L. Piraux et al., APL 101, 013110 (2012)
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Magnetic force microscopy : criteria

scanning direction

Tip-sample interactions can impact the 
magnetic configuration of your sample
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Scanning GMR/Hall probe microscopy

Advantage : To get a direct access to magnetic
field instead of its second derivative as in MFM

AFM Probe GMR/Hall sensor

AFM Probe

few

GMR/Hall sensor

J. Moulin (phD thesis 2020)
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Scanning GMR/Hall probe microscopy

Advantage : To get a direct access to magnetic field instead of its second derivative as in MFM

AFM Probe GMR/Hall sensor

AFM Probe

few

GMR/Hall sensor

K. Hasselbach (internal com., 2014)

SHPM scan
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Spin-polarized Scanning Transmission Microscope

S. Rohart (ESM2017)
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Spin-polarized Scanning Transmission Microscope
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Outline

I. Few preliminary details about the sample environment

Magnetic field, Temperature

II. Static macroscopic magnetometry techniques

VSM, SQUID, Torque, MOKE, XMCD

III. AC macroscopic magnetometry techniques

AC susceptometry

IV. Imaging techniques

Scanning probe microscopies, Photon-out

characteristic domain width W
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Using XMCD contrast to image

Circularly

polarized

Synchrotron 

photons

Magnetic sample

X-ray absorption depends on the angle of incidence 

regarding to the magnetic moment direction 

=> Magnetic contrast

BONUS : Absorption depends on electronic transitions

M

=> Chemical selectivity
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X-ray miscroscopy

μm

Distance between 2 circles => resolution (here 15 nm)

Transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM)
(ALS, SLS, BESSY II, ANKA)

Advantages : large image (10 μm) 
with good, 50ps time resolution 

Disadvantages : mostly 300K, small field, lenses

characteristic domain width W

90º 
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X-ray miscroscopy

Advantages : large image (10 μm) 
with good, 50ps time resolution 

Disadvantages : mostly 300K, small field, lenses

Transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM)

μm

Distance between 2 circles => resolution (here 15 nm)

(ALS, SLS, SOLEIL, BESSY II, ANKA)

Scanning TXM

BUT Only one lense

AND Scanning

=> More flux locally

Still 50 ps time resolution

and 25 nm resolution

(ALS, SSRL, SLS, Soleil)

characteristic domain width W

90º 
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X-ray miscroscopy

Scanning TXM

BUT Only one lense

AND Scanning

=> More flux locally

Still 50 ps time resolution

and 25 nm resolution

Dynamics in MTXM, STXM, 
Holography requieres stromboscopy

X-ray Holography

2 μm

SEM

Au mask

SiN  membranex

Magnetic film

20 m pinhole

mask and sample

SEM

CCD

Au mask

SiN  membranex

Magnetic film

20 m pinhole

mask and sample

Advantage : 400K-10K, more space around the sample

Disadvantage : sample preparation, 

CCD2 μm

Echantillon
TF-1

limited image size (< 2 μm)
Loss in resolution (50nm)
Phase retrieval

(ALS, SSRL, SLS, Soleil)
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Example : STT-induced switching by STXM

100nm

Excitation : Current pulsed at t=0ps

Co

TEM

fixe

Micromagnetic simulation 
(Scheinfein code)

t=0ps

D.P. Bernstein et al., PRB(R) 83, 180410 (2011)

« Top 
view »
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Example : STT-induced switching by STXM

fixed

100nm

Co

Micromagnetic simulation 
(Scheinfein code)

Excitation : Current pulsed at t=0ps

t=50ps

D.P. Bernstein et al., PRB(R) 83, 180410 (2011)
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Example : STT-induced switching by STXM

100nm

Co
fixed

Excitation : Current pulsed at t=0ps

t=250ps

Micromagnetic simulation 
(Scheinfein code)

D.P. Bernstein et al., PRB(R) 83, 180410 (2011)
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Example : STT-induced switching by STXM

100nm

Co

fixed

Micromagnetic simulation 
(Scheinfein code)

t=550ps

Excitation : Current pulsed at t=0ps

D.P. Bernstein et al., PRB(R) 83, 180410 (2011)
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Example : STT-induced switching by STXM

100nm

Co

Micromagnetic simulation 
(Scheinfein code)

t=1000ps

fixed

Excitation : Current pulsed at t=0ps

D.P. Bernstein et al., PRB(R) 83, 180410 (2011)
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X-ray microscopy : criteria
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Magnetic measurement : Summary

I. Few preliminary details about the sample environment

Magnetic field, Temperature

II. Static macroscopic magnetometry techniques

VSM, SQUID, Torque, MOKE, XMCD

III. AC macroscopic magnetometry techniques

AC susceptometry

IV. Imaging techniques

Scanning probe microscopies, Photon-out

CONCLUSION :
Know your tool box and you will find the rigth toolS to answer your need
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Magnetometers are not only lab tools

Here I focused on material characterization in lab but magnetometers can be used in many ways

Mining Medecine

Civil engineering Metallurgy
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